The first full size 5-ton detector modules for the Soudan 2 nucleon decay experiment have been assembled and operated. Modules consist of a hexagonal array of drift tubes and corrugated steel, instrumented to read out three-dimensional track positions and pulse height. These will be assembled to form an isotropic, continuously sensitive, selftriggering detector. Details of the design, construction, operation and performance of the modules are discussed.
Introduction
The Soudan 2 collaboration is preparing a second generytion experiment to measure the nucleon lifetime. 1 Previous experiments have shown the importance of detailed measurements of the candidate events in order to reject neutrino background. The Soudan 2 detector was devised with special emphasis on the tracking of particles and measuring their ionization energy loss. Those goals are achieved by fine-grained dE/dx sampling, high spatial resolution, and three dimensional hit reconstruction. The result is a compact detector which records the details of event topology, allows particle identification, and determines track directionality. It is fine grained, highly isotropic, continuously sensitive, and self triggering. An artist's conception of the completed detector is shown in Fig. 1 .
The main detector will be composed of 256 identical modules summing to a total mass of 1100 metric tons. The modular construction of the experiment allows the actual response to expected decay products and neutrino interactions to Fig. 3 . The entire assembly is enclosed in a gas-tight steel skin to complete a single module.
The assembly process is such that three major components must be put together. Corrugated steel sheets are prepared by thoroughly deburring and degreasing. The resistive tube and insulating Mylar assembly, known as "bandolier", has been made both inhouse and by a commercial supplier. Figure 4 is an illustration of a section of bandolier. The multiwire proportional chambers are also built in-house. Assembly begins with a load plate laid down on an assembly jig. Steel sheets are added one at a time while the bandolier is fanfolded in between and indexed to the corrugations. A major concern in stacking is maintenance of high precision in the positioning of the individual steel sheets and bandolier, because the face which they present to a readout chamber affects the relative gain and consequently the detector uniformity. When a stack is completed, a top load plate is added and the whole assembly is compressed to a pressure of 10 tons/m2. Compression Event reconstruction programs are able to determine the three space coordinates and the pulse height of each hit, which taken together provide a detailed record of each passing particle. Figure 6 is the reconstructed anode vs cathode view of a cosmic ray track. The vertical and horizontal lines represent channels with data. The solid points are the associated anode-cathode pairs correlated by timing. Pulse heights are also correlated, but have not been used in this matching.
More detailed analysis of performance has been completed so far only on data from a smaller prototype detector module, which differed from the full-sized modules mainly in the number of layers (70 instead of 256), the number of anode wires (53 instead of 63), and the drift distance (40 cm instead of 50 cm). Data were taken with this prototype for through-going cosmic-ray muons. In the analysis, matching of anode and cathode pulses has been carried out using drift times, and anode and cathode positions have been separately fit to straight lines.
Attenuation of drifting electrons in the prototype is examined in Fig. 7 , which shows mean pulse height as a function of drift distance. Up to the maximum 40 cm drift distance of the prototype, the attenuation is seen to be consistent with that expected from diffusion alone. The attenuation of about 25% is stable and easily correctable offline. Tube efficiency is determined by predicting which tubes are traversed, using the fit parameters of each track, and comparing with tubes that have signals at the correct drift times. The resulting efficiency is shown vs drift distance in Fig. 8 . It is observed that efficiency falls over the first 10 cm of drift distance to about 80% and falls only slowly at larger drift distances, suggesting that the effective aperture of the tube for drifting is a little smaller than the geometric aperture. This narrowing may come from the perturbation of the drift field by the finite-width copper strips that apply it; indeed the dips in the efficiency apparent in Fig. 8 
